ties "do not make it at all clear whether their 'after-care' will consist of individual or family casework or simply a routine enquiry". Would you expect any of them to give the latter alternative, and what precisely does it mean if they give the former? Furthermore, you have obviously not noticed that many proposals contain stipulations regarding training in two places, both in the general section and in the section on Home Visiting. I wonder how many of the 20 authorities you say ignore this are the "better" authorities who might be relied upon to do it. It would be surprising if the Ministry neglected proposals regarding training with Younghusband in the offing, even if the local authorities did so.
You may be right that the local authorities' suggestions are "lukewarm, piecemeal and half-considered", but it is very difficult to base this on what is said in the proposals, and you are quite wrong in suggesting that they are seeking refuge in generalities and loop-hole phrases because they have "no special training" in the subject, and "financial support seemed somewhat doubtful." The generalities are deliberate and arise from the nature of the document, not from the intentions of the authorities. I am particularly sorry that these badly conceived criticisms should appear in "Mental Health" at this time. No one pretends that local health authorities, except for the few progressives, are any more than at the beginning of a reorganisation and expansion of services, and there is much confusion and doubt as to what exactly is needed. This has been very much increased by the sudden transfiguration of social work into an accepted hierarchy of workers which everyone must have, though few health authorities really understand what it all means; and the prescribed training courses do not exist even if they did.
In these circumstances my own feeling is that helpful noises are better than critical ones. In the next few years we shall see what is actually done and then perhaps broadsides may be justified, or perhaps they will not! Yours faithfully, GORDON We welcome Dr. Rose's letter and would certainly rather have criticism than "helpful noises". But we deplore the encouragement by the Ministry of the insertion of vague phrases into the Schemes, which seem to us to to make an already hazy situation even less clear.
On this point we have already quoted The Times comment (July 12th): "Until we have the assurance of Mr. Walker-Smith that all the authorities know exactly what is expected of them, and are doing it, 'community care' will remain an unrealised ideal."
We will try to answer Dr. Rose's minor points first: "Authorities cannot get full-time psychiatrists." Is this really true? What is the evidence of occasions when they have tried (in vain) to do so? And if so, what are the reasons for failure? We must also challenge the comment that authorities were not influenced by their own lack of training or by their doubts of financial help. What training have they had? And are they free from doubts?
Dr. Rose's next sentence seems to mean that authorities cannot be expected to propose second-rate schemes and cannot be believed if they propose first-rate ones. Again (apparently) we are asked to assume that the "better" authorities are carrying out training schemes just because they have failed to mention them. If all this were true, it would make the proposals simply meaningless ritual. Even the pious hope that the Ministry would not neglect training schemes "with Younghusband in the offing" must be given up when one reads (see page 147) that the Minister could give no promise to introduce the necessary legislation this session.
We therefore remain impenitent and would support our criticisms by quoting from the recently published P.E.P. Report on "Community Mental Health Services" (obtainable from 16 Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.I, price 2s. 6d.) which readers wishing to pursue this whole subject further may care to read. In connection with staffing, the Report comments:
"There are certain fairly serious questions concerning staffing to which the returns submitted to the Minister of Health do not provide even an approximate answer. What exactly are the duties of staff engaged in the mental health services of local authorities? In what ways does the work undertaken by a psychiatric social worker differ from that of a mental welfare officer or a health visitor? .
. For this omission the local authorities cannot be held wholly responsible, for the Ministry's circular inviting proposals asked only for 'a general statement of subsequent intentions . . .'" Whilst noting that the proposals concerned with the mental subnormal are better defined in the Schemes than in the "far less familiar area of the community care of the mentally ill", P.E.P. nevertheless thinks that:
"It is not easy to convince oneself that such problems as the nature and extent of the needs of patients and their families, and the type of service and of staff best suited to meet these needs have always been adequately examined, or that the solutions put forward are necessarily the most effective." (Page 352) But what is more important than this is that these proposals surely have more than the two purposes Dr. Rose suggests. Their third purpose is that, in this time of re-organisation, expansion, confusion and doubt, they should allow of some informed discussion and criticism about their details, before too much time passes or money is spent. It is for this reason that we believe that criticism is justified and may possibly be welcomed by strongminded people. If Dr. Rose feels that the authoritites are so insecure and immature that they cannot take criticism and merely need "helpful noises", we can only say we do not agree.?Editor.
